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MESSAGE FROM

Chairperson
The Mental Health Foundation Australia is very excited

National Mental Health Month 2020 consists of a plethora

to launch the National Mental Health Month Awareness

of events across Australia, to attract as many individuals

Campaign 2020, occurring between the 1st and 31st of

to get involved as possible. We anticipate a very positive

October. With 2020 being particularly hard on the mental

mental health awareness campaign of many to come. The

health of Australians with the Bushfires and Covid-19, we

Foundation believes with each year, our work can raise

believe National Mental Health Month can be an effective

more mental health awareness and reduce the frequency of

step towards getting Australians back on track with their

debilitating mental health illnesses many Australians struggle

mental health.

with. I thank our Patrons, board members, scientist advisory

This year, the Foundation has organised numerous events

committee members, staff members, multicultural and youth

across Australia, focusing on many different aspects in the

ambassadors, volunteers and well-wishers of the Foundation

area of mental health. To facilitate this task, the Foundation

for their hard work and dedication towards organising

has implemented Australian Multicultural Ambassadors and

all the events within this year’s National Mental Health

Australian Youth Ambassadors programs, comprising of a

Month awareness campaign. With your support, we can

dedicated network of volunteers across the country, with

achieve many great things for this nation’s future regarding

the aim to reduce the stigma associated with mental health

the reduction of mental health issues and the stigma that

issues within culturally and linguistically diverse communities

shadows them. Remember, #MentalHealthMatters.

and generally within the Australian community. We are
thankful to Mr Huss Mustafa and Commonwealth Bank for
sponsoring this program and allowing for many multicultural
communities to be reached all throughout Australia in our
mission to provide ‘better mental health for all.’
During the National Mental Health Month Awareness
Campaign in 2020, the MHFA has organised Mental Health
Wellbeing Walks across all states and territories on the same

Vasan Srinivasan

day and at the same time. We anticipate this to be the most

Chairperson, Mental Health Foundation Australia

successful event during National Mental Health Month,
providing the opportunity to reach out to many Australians
of many cultural backgrounds.
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ABOUT

National Mental Health Month
National Mental Health Month is an initiative of the Mental

Throughout this month, many events have been organised in

Health Foundation Australia (MHFA) to advocate for and

each state of Australia aiming to attract and unite Australians

raise awareness of Australian mental health. It is an important

of all ages and backgrounds to raise awareness of mental

time where the Australian community comes together to

health for all.

raise awareness that #MentalHealthMatters.

The theme for this year’s National Mental Health Month

The National Mental Health Month is unlike many other

Awareness Campaign is Mental Health Matters. This

mental health awareness campaigns.

theme encapsulates and highlights the gravity of the topic

The National Mental Health Month is a program that the

of mental health, and how important it is to address in the

MHFA is extremely proud of and we intend to reach out

Australian community. With this theme in mind, we aim to

to and educate as many Australians as possible, to help

extend our campaign even wider than previous years, with

reduce stigma and facilitate positive and non-judgemental

events planned to embrace many different community

discussion surrounding the important topic of mental health

groups and people of all ages to raise awareness that

in Australia. With one in five Australians experiencing a
mental health illness, it is time we give mental health due
attention, and that is exactly what the MHFA is wanting to
achieve.
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#MentalHealthMatters.

PURPOSE

•	To activate, educate and engage Australians about mental health and wellbeing through a month of interactive events
across the country by exercising the MHFA framework
•	To further fight mental health related stigma
•	To engage local, state and federal government to create more awareness and advise all levels of government of what
needs to change in the area of mental health
•	To plan a white paper document at the end of National Mental Health Month 2020 to deepen our understanding of
the importance of mental wellbeing in the general Australian community as well as in specific CALD communities
•

To strengthen the mental health scene in Australia, by collaborating with all mental health organisations

•

To help assign more funding towards mental health initiatives, support services and awareness campaigns in Australia

OBJECTIVES

•	To promote mental health and increase public awareness of mental illness
•	To develop and deliver mental health education programs to support Australians of all ages
•	To allow engagement in activities aiming to promote a positive attitude towards mental health and the importance of
a healthy lifestyle
•	To provide support services, educational material and resources to Australians not only experiencing a mental health
struggle but also their families, friends and anyone wanting to learn more about mental health
•	To provide opportunities for overt discussion about the status of mental health services in Australia and what
improvements are required
•	To engage Australians through ventures such as the Creative Writers Competition and Consumer Arts Competition to
facilitate discussion of mental health in various ways
•	To collaborate and liaise with and make submissions to all levels of Government and councils for the best possible
achievable outcome of National Mental Health Month 2020
•	To communicate with Australians regularly regarding National Mental Health Month 2020 to allow for greater reach
•	To incorporate the theme of #MentalHealthMatters in all of our events during National Mental Health Month 2020
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YOUTH

Mental Health

Youth is the time of vigorous emotional, intellectual, social
and physical development, and great opportunity. A time
for building the basis for healthy adult life. It is a time for
mental health, but it can also be a time when many of the
mental health problems of adults emerge and become more
apparent.
It is a time for mental health, but it can also be a time when
many of the mental health problems of adults emerge and
become more apparent. The Mental Health Foundation
Australia (MHFA) ran a series of youth workshops during
Mental Health Month in 2018 and 2019 to gather direct
advice from the experience of young people on how the
community should best respond to and support youth
with mental health difficulties. They have developed a
comprehensive youth informed blueprint addressed to
Government and mental health service providers and
particularly at educational institutions and workplaces where
young people learn and work which will be released during
Mental Health Month, October 2020. Key recommendations
of this Blue Print for action are:
Have a policy that supports youth with a mental health
problem.
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- Provide reasonable learning and work adjustments for

•	Ask the person how you can help and who else

students with a mental illness
- Raise staff and student Mental Health literacy

might need to know
•	Consider reasonable modifications to reduce
workload/study stress and compensate for any

- Provide staff with training and information about:
•

disability.

the use of non-judgemental listening skills when
talking with youth.

•	Implement school/ workplace antibullying policy
and ensure safety

•	Curriculum/ work skills design for inclusive and
effective learning of students with mental illnesses.
•	classroom and assignment adjustments for a student
with a mental illness.
•	making students aware of their rights and
responsibilities.

Train staff to handle mental health crisis situations:
•	Interact in a manner that maintains respect, dignity,
confidentiality and equity
•

Be supportive and empathetic

•

Don’t share your own problems

•

Don’t be judgemental

•

Listen rather than give advice
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•

Provide information on where help is available

This is the best of advice from young people and if
educational institutions and workplaces respond and
implement their recommendations then youth mental health
will be promoted and the social and emotional capital of the
community enhanced.

Emeritus Professor Bruce Tonge
Patron
Mental Health Foundation Australia

Migration mental health
and the Royal Commission
into Victoria’s Mental
Health System
Prof Harry Minas
Head, Global and Cultural Mental Health Unit
Melbourne School of Population and Global Health
The University of Melbourne

Inequities in health deserve our attention for both ethical
and pragmatic reasons. From an ethical perspective,
inequities are intrinsically repugnant; disproportionate
suffering offends our innate sense of justice and presents
a strong case for limiting it wherever possible. [1]
The terms of reference of the Royal Commission into
Victoria’s Mental Health System require the Commission
to “report on how Victoria’s mental health system can most
effectively prevent mental illness, and deliver treatment,
care and support so that all those in the Victorian community
(my emphasis) can experience their best mental health…”.
In its Interim Report [2] the Commission presented a blunt
assessment of the Victorian mental health system, summed
up in the following observation:
“The depth of problems throughout Victoria’s mental
health system is clear. The shortcomings prevent
people from getting the support they need when they
need it, despite the best efforts of many working in
the sector. The only way to make a positive difference
for Victorians and for them to enjoy good mental
health is through full-scale, fundamental changes to
mental health services across the state.”
While the report presents an overview of Victorian mental
health system data on which its assessment is based it does
not present any significant description or analysis of the
composition and characteristics of the Victorian population.
It does not adequately recognise population diversity as a
key issue for both the assessment of mental health system
deficiencies and the framing of recommendations to improve
mental health system performance. Nor does the framework
for reform that the interim report proposed include any
significant response to the cultural and linguistic diversity of
the Victorian population, despite the fact that, at the time of
the 2016 Census, overseas-born Victorians and people with
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at least one immigrant parent constituted 49.1% (2.9 million)
of the Victorian population. In Melbourne the overseasborn and the Australia-born with at least one overseasborn parent constitute 61.4% of the total population. Of
the overseas-born 77.7% come from non-English speaking
countries. [3]
Immigrants and refugees, and many Australian-born
Victorians with immigrant or refugee parents, experience all
of the problems that apply to the general community that
are so clearly articulated by the interim report. In addition,
specific problems that compound the disadvantages
experienced by immigrants and refugees may be found in all
mental health system domains [4, 5].
An essential pre-condition for successful reform of a
dysfunctional mental health system is a comprehensive and
deep understanding of the composition and characteristics
of the population that the system is designed to serve.
The quality of mental health system performance will be
greatly influenced by how well this diversity is understood
and whether such understanding informs mental health
research, policy formulation, funding decisions, service
design and delivery, and data collection for monitoring and
continuous evaluation of mental health system performance.
Unfortunately, the capacity to fully engage immigrant and
refugee communities in policy development, service design
and delivery, and service monitoring and evaluation, simply
does not exist within the Department of Health and Human
Services (DHHS). This lack of engagement results in a
fundamental deficiency in mental health system governance
– the inability to comprehensively understand the particular
and diverse needs, preferences, resources and capabilities
of Victoria’s immigrant and refugee communities, and how
these factors should influence policy, funding, service
design and delivery, and performance evaluation. Put
simply, the system does not adequately understand half of

the population it is meant to serve. Many of the problems
experienced by immigrant and refugee communities flow
from this governance failure. Some of the more pressing
problems are outlined below.
Financial and other resources that are needed to respond
effectively to the particular needs of immigrants and
refugees range from non-existent to extremely limited.
The capabilities of the mental health workforce, and the
appropriateness and responsiveness of mental health
services, are particularly important in influencing the quality
of mental health system performance. The nature of mental
health clinician training and service design and delivery
are not fit for purpose in a multicultural society. There are
very few training programs, and no specific recruitment or
deployment strategies, to ensure that the mental health
workforce and mental health service agencies have the
necessary knowledge, skills and service arrangements to
provide appropriate and effective mental health services to
refugees and immigrants, particularly those who speak little
or no English.

[including immigrants and refugees] can experience their
best mental health…” will require substantial reform in every
mental health system domain: governance and leadership;
inclusive policy development and implementation planning;
investment; human resources for mental health; facilities;
design and delivery of programs and services; research and
information systems; and evaluation - and disaggregated
reporting - of mental health system performance. The
necessary reforms cannot be achieved without full
engagement of immigrant and refugee communities in all of
these reform domains.
The mental health system failings referred to above apply
not only in Victoria. Many, if not all, have been observed
throughout Australia. The Commission has received detailed
submissions concerning the reforms that are necessary
to enable the Victorian mental health system to meet
the needs of immigrant and refugee communities. The
recommendations in these submissions have been made
on multiple occasions over the past two or three decades,
without appreciable system change.

There are fundamental deficiencies in mental health
information systems and research. The systematic neglect
of immigrant and refugee populations in the design of data
collection exercises (e.g. in the National Mental Health
Surveys, routine mental health service data collections, and
data collected and analysed by the Australian Mental Health
Outcomes and Classification Network) is so common that
inequities are guaranteed to remain virtually invisible [4].

In its final report the Commission must ensure that half of
the Victorian population is not excluded from the sweeping
reforms that the Commission will no doubt recommend.
Constructive and substantial reforms that recognise the
importance of cultural and linguistic diversity would have an
impact beyond the Victorian mental health system.

While it has long been established that immigrants and
refugees have much lower rates of contact with public
mental health services than the Australia-born [6], the
reasons for this important and persistent observation have
not been adequately investigated. Data that is collected by
DHHS on patterns of service use by different population
groups is not regularly analysed and never reported in a
disaggregated manner.

1.	Evans T: Policy-oriented strategies for health equity.
In: Efficient, Equity Oriented Strategies for Health:
International Perspectives—Focus on Vietnam. edn.
Edited by Hung PM, Minas IH, Liu Y, Dahlgren G, Hsiao
WC. Melbourne: Centre for International Mental Health,
University of Melbourne; 2000.

The failure to collect relevant demographic data in the
national mental health outcomes data collections makes
it impossible to determine whether there are differential
outcomes of contact with mental health services. It
is therefore systematically impossible to evaluate the
performance of mental health services on the most important
of metrics – clinical and social outcomes in immigrants and
refugees who have received treatment and care.
The deficiencies in research and mental health system
data collection and analysis undermine the capacity of the
Commission, DHHS and immigrant community organisations
to identify mental health system problems, to assess
performance and to monitor and evaluate the positive
or negative impact of whatever reforms are made in the
years following implementation of the Commission’s final
recommendations. If these deficiencies are not remedied
they will continue to ensure that serious inequities remain
largely invisible.
Creating a Victorian mental health system that “can most
effectively prevent mental illness, and deliver treatment,
care and support so that all those in the Victorian community
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THOUGHTS OF A RETIRED

Secondary Teacher

A very senior teaching colleague jokingly remarked to me

weight of the task, never more so than currently. “Over half

many years ago that he had discovered the reason teachers

of Australian teachers suffer from anxiety and nearly one-

“burn-out”. The average secondary school teacher deals

fifth are depressed”, according to Associate Professor Peta

with about 200 students on a regular basis annually and

Stapleton in the SBS documentary ‘A Teacher Changed My

they just keep coming, year in, year out. Some have likened

Life’. (https://www.sbs.com.au/news/insight/teachers-are-

this continual avalanche of students and their challenges in

more-depressed-and-anxious-than-the-average-australian)

the classroom as feeling like a “blood sport” at times. New

Unfortunately, the teaching profession has never faced

teachers will certainly understand this feeling.

greater challenges. Education has been linked to career

However, most seasoned teachers take faith from the

aspirations rather than the joy of learning for learnings sake.

importance of their work and genuinely enjoy the many

Universities have been forced to make career prospects a

challenges posed by students. As Henry Adams, as American

selling point in order to attract overseas, as well as domestic,

academic and historian from the 19th century stated: “A

students in order to be financially viable. At a time when law

teacher affects all eternity; you never know where his (or

and engineering graduates struggle to find employment or

her) influence stops”.

a path of entry to their profession it is difficult to convince

When faced with an enthusiastic class of motivated and

school students that their future depends on paying

engaged students teaching can be one of life’s great delights.

attention in class.

When the opposite is true it can be soul destroying.

Given this new reality, motivating students has become

Sometimes the importance of the work is subsumed by the

more of a challenge.
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In addition, teachers suffer from our community’s changing

It is interesting to hear people’s response to social, economic,

attitude toward authority figures. Attitudes to teachers have

community problems and the role of teachers in schools.

changed along with those to law enforcers, politicians and

Often when asked how law and order issues should be

the clergy to name but a few. Many students now treat

handled, the ‘fall-back’ position is that it begins in schools

teachers with defiance and are fully willing to challenge their

and schools are failing. Ask about basic literacy, numeracy

class management or efforts to ensure order and discipline.

and comprehension skills within the younger community

School principals and administrators are often similarly

and often commentators are scathing … “schools are not

regarded and therefore of little practical support to the

doing their job”, meaning teachers. Even the adequacy or

humble classroom practitioner.

inadequacy of young people’s capacity to apply themselves

Teachers now need to be very subtle and skilled in their

and work hard is attributed to the failings of teachers and

management of the classroom dynamic. They must be

school education.

consistent within limited discipline constraints while being

While being vigilant and observant about student mental

in control of the class, entertaining and instructive; a delicate

health, levels of stress related mental illness and depression

tightrope to walk.

in teachers - as noted by Associate Professor Peta Stapleton

This task is made more burdensome by the fact that

- must be addressed. Overly stressed, depressed and

many teachers are now subject to short term contracts of

disengaged teachers are not effective educators able to deal

employment. No longer is a teacher’s employment controlled

with a rapidly changing world and the new demands placed

by a central department with conditions which once applied

on students. Many younger teachers now view teaching as a

to all public servants. Teachers are much more dependent

temporary expedient before moving on to something better,

upon the whim of the principal and their popularity within

thereby never becoming truly professionalised or competent.

the school than they ever were.

Teaching is a profession that requires the best of our

Whereas not long ago, a teacher might teach every child from

efforts. It requires the most committed and competent to

a particular family over a succession of years, the teacher

be respected, admired and compensated. The strictures and

employed for a single year has no such familial insight.

structures with which it is currently saddled need urgent

Understanding of individual families and their circumstances

revision. The stressful factors must be reduced. It must

was a great asset to the effective teacher. It also bound them

not degenerate into a third-class professional ‘way stop’

to the local community of they were an integral part.

populated by disillusioned and over-worked menials with

The serially contracted teacher may have serious difficulties

compromised mental health who struggle to cope.

in obtaining home loans, choosing where to live and putting
down roots into the local community. They can become a
vagabond rather than a community pillar and reference point
as teachers have traditional been for centuries.
Add to the previous developments the addition of NAPLAN
(National Assessment Program – Literacy and Numeracy)
throughout Australia, the constant ‘on call’ nature of
teachers with the development of email communications,
numerous and seemingly senseless teacher assessment
reporting. Is it any wonder that young teachers decide after
a couple of years to abandon the profession having entered
it with minimal Australian Tertiary Admission Ranks (ATAR –
Applicable in all states except Queensland)?
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Jim Goodin
Vice-Chairperson,
Mental Health Foundation Australia

EVENT SCHEDULE –

National Mental Health Month 2020
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1

st

October

6:30 PM – 8:00 PM, AEST

Victorian Mental Health Month
Launch
Join us as we virtually launch National Mental Health Month in Victoria on the 1st of October. National Mental Health
Month is an initiative of the Mental Health Foundation Australia (MHFA) to advocate for and raise awareness of
Australian mental health. It is an important time where the Australian community comes together to raise awareness
that #MentalHealthMatters.
Location: Virtual
Registration - https://events.humanitix.com/official-launch-of-victorian-mental-health-month
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2

nd

October

1:00 PM – 2:00 PM, AEST -

Youth Mental Health Forum
With the challenges of rising rates of mental illness in young Australians, this year the Foundation has advanced plans
to organize a new and extended Virtual Youth Mental Health Forum. It aims to promote awareness about mental
health and wellbeing among local communities by removing the stigma associated with it. Join us as we discuss this
important topic.
Location: Virtual
Registration - https://www.trybooking.com/BKBWC
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3

rd

October

11:00 AM – 2:00 PM, AEST

Australian Multicultural Festival
Staying home doesn’t need to be boring. The annual Australian Multicultural Festival is coming to your home this
year. Presenting the MHFA’s Virtual Australian Multicultural Festival: a package of incredible music, breath taking
performances all from the comfort of your own home. Prepare your festival outfits, stock your fridge, gather your
crew and get ready for #Australianmulticulturalfestival2020.
Location: Virtual
Registration - https://events.humanitix.com/australianmulticulturalfestival2020
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4

th

October

11:00 AM – 12:00 noon, AEST

Virtual Mental Wellness Yoga
Workshop
Mindful activities such as yoga and meditation can enhance mental wellbeing. Join us for a Mental Wellness Yoga
Workshop run by Sohini from Bollywood Dance School Australia (BDSA) virtually via Zoom!
Location: Virtual
Registration - https://events.humanitix.com/mental-wellness-virtual-yoga-workshop

6:00 PM – 7:00 PM, AEST

Virtual Mindful Healing Workshop
Join us for a session of Mindful Healing with Meagan Goodes! Learn how to recognise your stress triggers and release
them, how to release stress with a breathing technique, how to use a simple breathing technique in the moment
to release stress and how-to bring joy into your life. Learn how to use techniques such EFT (Emotional Freedom
Technique) and Box Breathing.
Location: Virtual
Registration: https://events.humanitix.com/mindful-healing-with-meagan-goodes
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5

th

October

9:00 AM – 5:00 PM, AEST

Refugees’ Mental Health
Conference
With rising rates of mental health issues in refugees, it is more than important to have discussion on
#MentalHealthMatters. This conference aims to raise awareness about mental wellbeing among refugees and to
remove the stigma associated with it.
Location: Swinburne University, Victoria* *Subject to COVID-19 restrictions
Registration: please call 1800 643 287 or email admin@mhfa.org.au
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6

th

October

1:00 PM – 2:30 PM, AEST

Live Symposium on Teachers’
Mental Wellbeing
Over 50% of Australian teachers suffer from anxiety and nearly one-fifth, from depression. The mental health and
wellbeing of teachers’ is extremely important. With that in mind, the Foundation is organising a National Symposium
on Teachers’ Mental Health to raise awareness about mental health and wellbeing among principals and teachers, and
to have a discussion on the status of support services available to them.
Location: Virtual
Registration: https://events.humanitix.com/national-symposium-on-teachers-mental-health
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7

th

October

1:00 PM – 2:00 PM, AEST

Youth Mental Health Matters
Webinar
With rising rates of mental health issues in young Australians, it’s more than important to have a discussion about
#YouthMentalHealthMatters. Emeritus Prof. Bruce Tonge will be presenting a 30-minute webinar with 15 minutes
of Q & A sharing his insights about Youth Mental Health. Prof. Tonge has a distinguished record of clinical work,
teaching and research in child psychiatry. He established the internationally recognised Monash University Centre for
Developmental Psychiatry and Psychology.
Location: Virtual
Registration - https://events.humanitix.com/webinar-youth-mental-health-matters
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8

th

October

10:00 AM – 2:00 PM, AEST

National Symposium on Farmers’
Mental Wellbeing
The mental health and wellbeing of Farmers’ is extremely important, not only because of the detrimental effect on
Farmers and their families but also the direct impact on the nation’s vital agricultural industry. With that in mind, the
Foundation is organising a National Symposium on Farmers’ Mental Health to raise awareness about mental health
and wellbeing among farmers, and to have a discussion on the status of support services available to them.
Location: Newcastle Town Hall, New South Wales
Registration - https://events.humanitix.com/national-symposium-on-farmers-mental-health-and-wellbeing
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9

th

October

1:00 PM – 2:00 PM, AEST

Youth Suicide and Mental Health
Forum
Suicide is the leading cause of death among young Australians. About 350 young people aged 15–24 take their own
lives every year. For every youth suicide, there are 100 to 200 more attempts. With that in mind, the Foundation is
organising a Virtual forum on youth suicide and mental health to raise awareness about mental health and wellbeing
amongst the youth in the community, and to have a discussion on the status of support services available to them.
Location: Virtual
Registration: https://events.humanitix.com/virtual-youth-suicide-and-mental-health-forum
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10

th

October

10:00 pm – 12:00 noon, AEST

Official Launch National Mental
Health Month on World Mental
Health Day
Join us as we officially launch National Mental Health Month for 2020, virtually on World Mental Health Day. We
look forward to your participation in this event! National Mental Health Month is an initiative of the Mental Health
Foundation Australia (MHFA) to advocate for and raise awareness of Australian mental health. It is an important time
where the Australian community comes together to raise awareness that #MentalHealthMatters.
Location: Virtual
Registration:
https://events.humanitix.com/official-launch-national-mental-health-month-2020-world-mental-health-day
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11

th

October

12:30 pm - 2:00 PM AEST

Future Leaders Panel Event
The Australian Future Leaders Panel Event brought to you by the Mental Health Foundation Australia as a part of
Mental Health Month 2020, aims to elevate the voices of young people in a panel discussion about youth mental
health and the unique struggles faced by young people today. A range of topics relating to youth mental health will be
selected with the guidance of our Australian Future Leaders for open discussion, amplifying the importance of youth
mental health and the challenges that come with addressing it.
Location: Virtual
Registration: https://events.humanitix.com/virtual-australian-future-leaders-panel-2020-ernw1n2k
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12

th

October

1:00 PM – 2:30 PM, AEST

Youth Mental Health Conference
Mental health has continued to grow as an issue of concern for young people in Australia and despite recent efforts
the numbers of young people experiencing psychological distress continues to rise. With that in mind, the Foundation
is organising a virtual conference on youth mental health. this conference will be featuring a discussion on research
collated over a number of years by the MHFA.
Location: Virtual
Registration: https://www.trybooking.com/BKTPJ
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13

th

October

10:00 AM – 2:00 PM, AEST

NATIONAL SYMPOSIUM ON
HOMELESSNESS AND MENTAL HEALTH
Join us as we bring together all relevant bodies to discuss the current status of housing services and mental health
services in Tasmania. The Foundation aims to raise awareness about homelessness and mental health issues and to
remove the stigma associated with it.
Location: Hobart Town Hall
Registration: https://events.humanitix.com/national-symposium-on-homelessness-and-mental-health
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14

th

October

1:00 PM – 2:00 PM, AEST

Unemployment and Mental Health
Forum
The global pandemic has brought increased layoffs and a rise in the unemployment rate. It has been established that
there is a two-way link between unemployment and mental health. Poor mental health leads to unemployment and
vice versa. Mental Health Foundation Australia would like to address this gap and raise awareness about being a more
inclusive workspace through organizing a Virtual Mental Health Forum. Secure your tickets to hear from the experts!
Location: Virtual
Registration: https://events.humanitix.com/unemployment-and-mentalhealth
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15

th

October

1:00PM – 2:00 PM, AEST

Physical Health Matters Webinar!
With the rising stress during this pandemic and struggles with feeling trapped indoors, the correlation between
physical wellbeing and mental health is becoming more apparent than ever. In this webinar, Professor Peter Barlis will
discuss the importance of physical health for our mental wellbeing and the capacity that caring for our physical health
has for simultaneously improving our mental state and quality of life. Physical health is not only important in and of
itself, but also because of its impact on the mind and the fact that #MentalHealthMatters.
Location: Virtual
Registration: https://events.humanitix.com/webinar-physical-health-matters
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16

th

October

10:00 AM – 2:00 PM, AEST

National Symposium on
Sportspersons’ Mental Wellbeing
Mental health has been unaddressed in the Australian sporting landscape for a long time, but several athletes have
recently opened up about their battles with depression and anxiety, also revealed their struggles with mental health
and dealing with their schedules of relentless training, competition and evaluation. With the recent outbreak of
mental health issues in players, the Foundation is organising a National Symposium on Sports People Mental Health
to raise awareness about mental health and wellbeing among players, coaches, sports associations and to have a
discussion on the status of support services available to them.

Location: Brisbane Convention Centre, Queensland
Registration: https://events.humanitix.com/sportpersons-mental-health-symposium
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17

th

October

6:30 – 7:30 PM, AEST

Shake A leg! Bollywood Dance
Class
Because Physical and Mental Health Matters! The benefits of physical activity and especially dance on mental health
is not something we haven’t heard before. Join us for a fun, energetic and exciting Bollywood Dance Class run by
Bollywood Dance School Australia (BDSA)!

Location: Virtual
Registration: https://events.humanitix.com/shake-a-leg-virtual-bollywood-dance-class
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18

th

October

10:30 AM – 12:30 PM, AEST

Virtual + Physical National Walk
for Mental Walk
One of our most looked forward to events, is our National Walk for Mental Health in each state and territory, on the
same day and at the same time. This year, you also have the option of walking with us virtually. Let’s all take a step
towards raising mental health awareness, whether that is physically or virtually!
Physical Locations:
ACT: Patrick White Lawns, Lake Burley Griffin, Parkes 2600 ACT
https://events.humanitix.com/walk-for-mental-health-act
TAS: Queen’s Domain, Max’s Infinity Loop, Hobart TAS 7000
https://events.humanitix.com/copy-of-walk-for-mental-health-tasmania
QLD: Brisbane City Botanic Gardens, Brisbane City QLD 4000
https://events.humanitix.com/walk-for-mental-health-queensland
WA: Perry Lakes Reserve 4, Floreat 6014 WA
https://events.humanitix.com/copy-of-walk-for-mental-health-western-australia
NSW: Royal Botanic Gardens, Eucalypt Lawn 2, Sydney NSW 2000
https://events.humanitix.com/walk-for-mental-health-new-south-wales
NT: George Brown Darwin Botanic Gardens, The Gardens NT 0820
https://events.humanitix.com/walk-for-mental-health-northern-territory
SA: Red Gum Park, North Adelaide SA 5006
https://events.humanitix.com/copy-of-walk-for-mental-health-south-australia
Virtual Location: Zoom, select a location/ park of your choice!
Registration: https://events.humanitix.com/virtual-national-walk-for-mental-health
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19

th

October

10:30 AM – 3:30 PM, AEST

Virtual Mental Health Expo
Mental Health Foundation Australia (MHFA) as a part of the National Mental Health Month Awareness campaign is
organising the first ever virtual expo for Mental health consumers, Mental health professionals, social workers, allied
health providers, carers and the general public to discover the services available, latest technological advancement
in treatment options and other services available for consumers and carers to cope up with their mental health. The
event aims to connect the service providers with the end users thereby laying a pathway for more connections to
happen to reduce the rising rates of mental health issues in the community.
Location: Virtual
Registration: https://events.humanitix.com/virtual-mental-health-expo
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20

th

October

1:00 PM – 2:30 PM, AEST

Multicultural Mental Health
Forum
Join us for a discussion with leaders from various multicultural communities of each state and territory, coming
together to have a constructive discussion about multicultural mental health in Australia and what needs to be done
in this important area of multicultural mental health.

Location: Virtual
Registration: https://events.humanitix.com/multicultural-mental-health-forum
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21

th

October

1:00 PM – 2:00 PM, AEST

Seniors’ Mental Health Forum
With old age comes a series of challenges where they experience grief and loss around their independence, working
life, and mobility. Mental health problems are under-identified by health-care professionals and older people
themselves, and the stigma surrounding these conditions makes people reluctant to seek help. To help address this
issue, the foundation is organising a Virtual Mental Health Forum on Seniors’ Mental Health. Register to hear from an
industry expert and save your questions for them.

Location: Virtual
Registration: https://events.humanitix.com/seniors-mental-health
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22

th

October

1:00 PM – 2:00 PM, AEST

Substance Abuse and Mental
Health Forum
Roughly 50% of individuals with severe mental disorders are affected by substance abuse. 37% of alcohol abusers and
53% of drug abusers also have at least one serious mental illness. Of all people diagnosed as mentally ill, 29% abuse
either alcohol or drugs. While substance abuse problems and mental health issues don’t get better when they’re
ignored - in fact, they are likely to get much worse. The dual diagnosis of mental health and substance abuse can be
quite overwhelming for those affected and their carers. This virtual forum aims to bring to focus the importance of
further research into this area and to discuss innovative and integrated treatment options available.

Location: Virtual
Registration: https://events.humanitix.com/substanceabuse-and-mentalhealth
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23

th

October

1:00 PM – 2:00 PM, AEST

Mental Health Matters – Impacts
of Social Media
National Mental Health Month is an initiative of the Mental Health Foundation Australia (MHFA) to advocate for and
raise awareness of Australian mental health. It is an important time where the Australian community comes together
to raise awareness that #MentalHealthMatters. The Foundation is organising an Educational Webinar on “Impacts of
Social Media on Mental Health” presented by Ashok Mysore of Infosys.

Location: Virtual
Registration: https://events.humanitix.com/webinar-impacts-of-social-media-on-mental-health
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24

th

October

1:00 PM -2:00 PM

MIND YOUR HEALTH – Benefits of
Being Outdoors
With the now global experience of having our time outdoors limited by the present pandemic, it is important to
reflect on the impact this can have on our mental health and how we can use our connection with nature to improve
our mental wellbeing. Come to this event to learn more about the amazing impact time outdoors can have on our
minds and the importance of connecting with nature during such a stressful time, #MentalHealthMatters

Location: Virtual
Registration: https://events.humanitix.com/mind-your-health-benefits-of-being-outdoors
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25

th

October

1:00 PM – 2:00 PM, AEST

Mental Wellbeing during COVID-19
During this pandemic and the resulting lockdowns, it has been increasingly difficult to reach out when we need
help and build connections with others in our community. The purpose of this event is to create a relaxed space for
members of the community to come together, build connections, and encourage casual and open conversation around
mental health issues amongst the setting of fun activities for everyone. As well as being a fun online event for social
connection, we will also be sharing practical coping strategies for dealing with stress and isolation. More information
coming soon about the activities we will have in store! So, stay tuned, and stay connected! #MentalHealthMatters
#LetsTalk

Location: Virtual
Registration: https://events.humanitix.com/mentalwellbeingduringcovid-19
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26

th

October

10:00 AM – 2:00 PM, AEST

National Symposium on
Multicultural Communities’
Mental Health and Wellbeing
Over a quarter of a million first-generation adult Australians from culturally and linguistically diverse backgrounds are
estimated to experience some form of mental disorder in a 12-month period, based on the findings of the National
Survey of Mental Health and Wellbeing. Join us in Adelaide or virtually, as we bring together multicultural communities
and mental health organisations to discuss the status of services available for the people who need it the most.

Location: Adelaide Convention Centre, South Australia
Registration:
https://events.humanitix.com/national-symposium-on-multicultural-communties-mental-health-and-wellbeing
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27

th

October

7:30 AM – 9:00 AM, AEST

VIRTUAL DINNER MEAL TO MENTAL HEALTH
National Mental Health Month is an initiative of the Mental Health Foundation Australia (MHFA) to advocate for and
raise awareness of Australian mental health. It is an important time where the Australian community comes together
to raise awareness that #MentalHealthMatters. Join us!

Location: Virtual
Registration: TBC
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28

th

October

1:00 PM – 2:00 PM, AEST

Virtual Carers Mental Health
Forum
Caring for someone with a mental illness can be challenging, exhausting and confusing at times. There is considerable
evidence that carers suer adverse physical and mental health. It is important that we recognize this and provide them
with relevant support, information and advice so that they know how to maintain their own health and wellbeing. The
aim of the forum will be to recognize and acknowledge the important role carers play in the mental health system and
also to discuss the status of support available to them. Please join us to discuss this important topic!

Location: Virtual
Registration: https://events.humanitix.com/carers-mental-health-forum
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29

th

October

1:00 PM – 2:00 PM, AEST

Food and Mood Mental Health
Forum
One of the most unrecognized factors in the development of mental health is the role of nutrition. Food fuels both
body and mind. Just as our food choices affect our mental & physical wellness, similarly we’re more likely to follow a
healthy diet when we’re in a good headspace. Last year, the Foundation organised a successful Mental Health Forum
in Geelong. Due to the current COVID-19 situation, the MHFA is planning to deliver the Food and Mental Health
Forum virtually as a national event. We hope that you can join us!

Location: Virtual
Registration: https://events.humanitix.com/virtual-food-and-mental-health-forum
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30

th

October

10:00 AM – 2:00 PM, AEST

National Symposium on Miners’
Mental Health
This event will focus on bringing together all relevant bodies to discuss the mental health of miners’ in WA. The
Foundation aims to raise awareness about mental health issues in the mining industry and to remove the stigma
associated with it. Join us!

Location: Perth Convention Centre, Western Australia
Registration: https://events.humanitix.com/national-symposium-on-miners-mental-health
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31

th

October

2:30 PM – 4:00 PM, AEST

Afternoon Tea with Mental Health
Foundation Australia Members
At the close of National Mental Health for 2020, we would love to celebrate and reflect on the month with our
members over a cup of tea or coffee!

Location: Virtual
Registration: https://www.mhfa.org.au/JoinMember.aspx
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National Mental Health Month
Sponsors

Gold Sponsor
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SUNDAY

MONDAY

TUESDAY

WEDNESDAY

THURSDAY
1

Victorian
Mental Health Month
Launch

FRIDAY
2

Youth
Mental
Health Forum
1:00 PM - 2:00 PM

6:00 PM – 8:00 PM
Virtual on zoom
4

11

Mental
Wellness
Workshops

5

Refugees’
Mental Health
Conference

11:00 AM – 1.00 PM

9:00 AM – 5:00 PM

Virtual on zoom

Swinburne University

Future Leaders
Panel Event

12

2.00 PM – 3:00 PM

National Walk for
Mental Health

13

National
Symposium on Homelessness
& Mental Wellbeing

10:30 AM – 12:30 PM

Virtual
Mental Health Expo

20

10:30 AM – 3:00 PM

26

National
Symposium on Multicultural
Mental Health

14

Virtual
Mental Health
Breakfast

12:30 PM – 2:00 PM

10:00 AM - 4:00 PM

7:30AM – 9:00AM

Virtual on zoom

Adelaide Convention Centre,
Adelaide

Virtual on zoom

National
Symposium on
Farmers’
Mental Wellbeing

9

Youth Suicide and
Mental Health
Forum

Unemployment and
Mental Health Forum

Seniors’
Mental Health Forum

15

Virtual on zoom
22

1:00 PM - 2:00 PM

16

Substance Abuse
and Mental
Health Forum

Food and Mood
Mental Health Forum
1:00 PM - 2:00 PM

23

Mental
Health Matters Impacts of
Social Media

Virtual on zoom

17

Mental Health Matters
- Musical Event
6:00 PM – 9:00 PM
Virtual on zoom

24

MIND YOUR HEALTHBeneﬁts of Being
Outdoors

1:00 PM - 2:00 PM

11:00 AM -3.00 PM

Virtual on zoom

Virtual on zoom

30

National Symposium
on Miners’ Mental Wellbeing
10:00AM - 4:00PM

Perth Convention Centre, Perth
Virtual on zoom

Virtual on zoom

Brisbane Convention Centre,
Brisbane

Virtual on zoom
29

National Symposium on
Sportspersons’
Mental Wellbeing

Live Forum on
Mental Health Matters
1:00 PM - 2:00 PM

10:00 AM - 2:00 PM

1:00 PM - 2:00 PM

Virtual on zoom
Carers Mental Health
Forum – Support Groups

Physical Health
Matters Webinar
1:00 AM – 1.00 PM

1:00 PM - 2:00 PM

28

10

Virtual on zoom

Virtual on zoom
21

Virtual on zoom

1:00 PM - 2:00 PM

10:00 AM - 4:00 PM

1:00 PM – 2.00 PM

Virtual on zoom
27

8

Australian
Multicultural
Festival
11:00 AM – 2:00 PM

Virtual on zoom

Virtual on zoom

1:00 PM – 2:30 PM
Virtual on zoom

Mental Wellbeing
during
COVID-19

Multicultural
Mental Health
Forum

Youth
Mental Health
Matters Webinar
1:00 PM - 2:00 PM

Virtual on zoom

Nationwide

25

7

10:00AM - 4:00PM

Virtual on zoom
19

Live
Symposium on
Teachers’
Mental Wellbeing
1:00 PM - 2:30 PM
Virtual on zoom

1:00 PM – 2:30 PM

Virtual on zoom
18

Youth
Mental Health
Conference

6

SATURDAY
3

31

Afternoon Tea with
Mental Health Foundation
Australia Members
2:30 PM – 4:00 PM
MHFA, South Yarra

Mental Health Foundation Australia
Suite J, 450 Chapel Street
South Yarra, Victoria, 3141
1300 643 287 (1300 MHF AUS)
www.mhfa.org.au
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MHFAus
MHFAustralia

